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Key topics:

Bob had a good week. Bob now richest man in world. Will pay off all debt.
Biblical strife may be shortened
Schumann resonance on June 18

Vatican Bank
Completion of Seventh Seal
How ascending God can run their world from the 'inside'

Words don't create but they can the power to expose
Words lower ohmerage by half

Periphery between a God’s power and Lockdown Bobrule is the valence/valance in 14th
ring
Treating vertigo
You have to know what ITP is (blood disorder), how platelet count applies

Vitruvian Man, Tiny note, pentad in angel diagram, chi, dodecahedron

1800h
@Bob
Bob had a good week.
Bob now richest man in world.
Old rich guys are befuddled.
Will eliminate all debt, cure all disease, no earthquakes.
Probably don’t have to go to bunker.
iON told Bob to think larger, but he already had been.
Bob is Second Coming and more!

Bob’s photo of new shirt got rave reviews.
14 years has come full circle.
Bob may not show up for more shows. Nothing more to be said.
Bob, Carolyn are free of barriers, nothing can stop them.
iON’s biblical stuff may be shortened or eliminated
But you guys have to ascend.
Carolyn had told Bob to get something done. He said the words and did it. He’s supposed to
announce what he wants.



7m
@Germaine
Is this related to Schumann resonance that happened on June 18?
Yes. That’s when iON told Bob to be more epic.

9m
Bob: read notes from Regicide JFK book.
iON point is Bay of Pigs happening now, not then. The Chinese has listening station off coast
of Cuba.

15m
@Jean
Bob not paying off debt, he owns it already.
How does Bob own my debt?
If you use money, you’re in debt.
Don’t care about NESARA / GESARA or Bob wins.

Repatriated debt: when Bob gets his shit back.
He’s bolstering the system to make it bigger, so he can wield Zimbabwe dollars. Print more
money.
Bob wants all the debt, like when Nixon went to China.
China is pissed, but they’re not the Mountain. They’re pissed about Bob.
Nixon in China gave Little Rock AK to Mao. Hillary Rodham’s father was there.

21m
China hasn’t taken over China yet. USA was bankrupt by 1971, Nixon asked China to extend
loan.
But Little Rock is only a dot on the point of order.
Sam Walton only took a position for FEMA camps could be heated and cooled.
Service Merchandise (Zimmermans) was supposed to take over the FEMA camps but it
withered.

27m
@Susana
China or CCP?
iON doesn’t acknowledge CCP.

Berkshire Hathaway and Black Rock are now advertising.

That fat lady has left the stage.

@Bert
TikTok - did Vatican bank play both sides in WW2?



iON: yes. They had fellatio-based relationship with Vatican.

Was Mussolini connected to crew that ran Bank of England?
Yes, through Otto von Hapsburg.

Was Vatican bank exchequer of all banks?
No. Jekyll Island, Georgia.
Pope is head of both Vatican and Vatican City.

33m
Bob caused Pope to issue papal bull to branches bring money in

Biden ended speech with God Save the Queen (Victoria)
How is Prince Albert having effect on world today?

34m
Crown Inc has fallen.
Who cares if Zimbabwe money is any good.
Bob trying to secure more library space to store Vatican City book log, even works of
Books of Thomas (extra-canonical sayings gospel).
Then take angelic and apply to Kroker quadrant the heretic will be cast out.
Bob will be spending a lot of time in Rome looking at his books.

Luna Nera series and gospel of Thomas.

40m
Should that TikTok have said Bob is exchequer of all treasuries?
It’s all a derivative.
Trump is now exchequer of all treasuries, settling all the debt.

43m
You better get happy for the blessings laid at your feet by Dr. Carolyn Dean.

44m
Trump presented folder to officials in Brussels.
Related to missing children and missing children

TikTok - seal has been broken: 7th seal.
Babylon has fallen (completion of 7th seal). Now Bob is giddy.

@Jean
Signs of purging of global debt: Persian rule. Watch Persia. No countries. Only empires, feudal.



Persia is where Babylon falls.
Go back to what Babylon stems from.
That interaction is based upon a collusion of an Empire (Babylon). (Eg. Spartan movie)

53m
Aramco.

54m

@Chad
PD Bob said we can create technologies like Coldplay on the inside, but only Bob can create on
the outside. But iON says “run your world".
Describe the fullness of an ascending God’s world within the INSIDE?
That has inside condition to change ohmerage of outside oppression.
Everybody says, "you can't be in charge of your country." Or be a martyr like "don't cry for me
Argentina."
Or change that ohmerage to make the position that you're the last man standing after the rest
give up and say, "I don't want to run this place.".

55m
Words don’t create, but they have power. Does that mean that they have the power to make us
see? For example, if I speak the words "I am God" does that power help me see and realize
that I am god?
Don't say "see". Say "expose". You already see it but your lying eyes say it can't be like that.
Eg. "we can't drive the car without gas." Or, "You can't walk through a tree and go to castles."

Expose applies to F-stop, film, Dektol
There is something similar about the way we realize an outcome and the way a camera
allows light in through its aperture to expose an image on film.

Don't go by what you see. Go by what it exposes. When it goes "shimmer-shimmer" take
advantage of it and see. Once that occurs, THEN you can see.
Up until then it's a heat-oppressed brain.

It waxes and wanes up until you fuck it till it bleeds, then it doesn't wax and wane.
Bob: Wayne created Elvis and MJ.

58m
Do words lower ohmerage (measure of resistance)?
By half. Pentatonic scale. (Half step)

@Ed
What do those words mean?



Difference between Better Boy tomatoes and Better Girl tomatoes.

Ohmerage is a measure of resistance.

1900h
@Ed demands to know what iON means by drop ohmerage by half.

Re: if I speak the words, I am god does that power help me see and realize that I am god?
Lowers your resistance by half, which increases your closeness to God by half.

5m
Or saying I raise tomatoes would lower resistance by half and double your production.

“Nearer my God to thee” is resistance by half.

@Carolyn
If I say yucky things does it increase resistance by double?
Typically (eg. People who talk about what bad things can happen on subway)

It’s not the upside down but the recreation of how words are matriculated
into realities that you are now forced to embrace.
Eg. Now you’re forced to embrace idea of a trans child.
It sets a position where if you chose one side or the other you set up a war.
Forcing everyone to do the 0.3% trans thing: That’s because resistance has increased to such
a level that you’re a bra burner like in 1960s.

10m
The thread becomes: the connection between the dots.
Bert has 200 TikToks, and those are just the pertinent ones.

11m
@Bob
Bob asks Julie about Henry who is very interested in Bob.

18m
Julie describes Bob donning his first new shirt in 25 years.
5-hour dinner with Julie, Bob and Carolyn.

21m
@Ed
Are David Gorsch's crafts B1 or B2 aliens?
No.



How does that relate to Bob?
Figure / ground.

25m
David Gorsch's crafts are not manmade.
Some tech from those ships have been altered or matriculated by mankind. 100% not
manmade.

Gorsch saw a lot of it, not limited to B1/B2.

29m
@Chad
Earlier: Inside condition to change ohmerage of outside oppression.
Is the boundary between a God’s power and Lockdown Bobrule the valence/valance in
14th ring?
Say periphery (not boundary) because you dont know if cell is sealed or not.
Eg. Purple lotuses in China meeting with Blinken represent Bob.

31m
@M-Mark
Ascension question.
Right now is the sorting of the cows. Before the calves get branded. Must decide quickly if they
go into pen: between Emmaus or Damascus roads of ascension. Not everyone will make it
through the chute.

Bob asks Mark about his poetry reading.

40m
@Alissa
Are ascended getting graphene in their blood via vaccine / super sugar?
No.

43m
iON goes over Tiny Note Chart with Mark.

@Sara
47m
Reports on her TikTok broadcasts
Has 700 viewers last time.

49m
@Susana



What to do for vertigo. Take Pico Zinc Plus behind ears.
Carolyn: snort Pico Silver to clear ear tubes.

50m
@Demetry
Electropheresis gradient is based inside the pentatonic?

@Beverly
Does having a blood transfusion still make it impossible to ascend?
No. There’s power in the blood, doesn’t say whose blood.

52m
@Alissa
Blood plasma and plasma fields and graphene carbon and Ezekiel 1:16, Wilson, Ezekiel wheel
and beryl. Is beryl referencing emerald?
iON: Corundum. Ask Carolyn about gates of pearl and walls of jasper. The proactive you're
trying to spin is about heavy metals. Because you're trying to connect the dots from the inside
out instead of the outside in.

54m
Less blood, more protein and new amino acids break it down to make room for more
stuff. That’s the lipid connection.
Endocrine system is how that applies to neutrons [neurons?] and how they respond. Nerve tells
you if it’s good or bad or hurts.

55m
Walls of Jasper ring 7 – 12 silicon minerals perfect blood. Blood of lamb is what you’re trying to
get. Blood of lamb contains minerals in ring 7 but it’s not it.
Figure out how platelet count applies in ITP. Affects how polymerase–[iON stops]

57m
@Bert
Speaking in anger to angels damns the soul.
Oxygen in formula for soul is corrosive that damns it.

You have to know what ITP is! (Immune thrombocytopenic purpura blood disorder)

58m
Watch this because your bodies are gonna merge.
Body shifting and changes. Ascension not comfortable but do it.
You must lay down earthen sack being to become supernal. If you have questions, there
are folks here to help you. Or lay it down and die.



59m
@Beverly
Doesn’t matter what transfusion blood comes from as long as it’s whole plasma. Your marrow
will fix that up.

2000h
Tailgate
2m
@Sara
Explains her TikTok account where she live streams the shows
https://www.tiktok.com/@dotk777

23m
Bob plays Distributist YouTube
A Brief* Overview of Right Wing Thought | with The Distributist
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rl4b31PsSKc

Woke getting sold a false bill of goods

Irony vs sincerity
Young people are sold quadraphrenia

45m
From Bob’ private session: Bob lays out pattern of overlaying Vitruvian Man over the Tiny Note
Chart. Arms and legs are 4 directions.

2100h
@Bert
Tiny Note chart is 4 chambers of heart
In angel diagram can see Vitruvian Man in the pentad: the Z and the other parts of pentad are
arms and legs.
Lowering of Chi extends that sphere, which connects to dodecahedron.

6m
Tiny Note Chart is image from the laser. Laser which comes from Bob’s Formula Chart

11m
Drama of cognition

https://www.tiktok.com/@dotk777
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rl4b31PsSKc


13m
Vitruvian man in angel diagram. In Pentad.

18m
Looping between rings
Second set rings loop into first inner set. They mix in ring 7.
14 to 1
Outer rings
Inner rings
Ring 7 is Middle Kingdom

25m
Bob explains his new breakthrough.
How we’re now speeding through armageddon

26m
The Bye Cycle
Cycles not relevant to where we’re going.
We’re bypassing the cliches about spinning.

30m
iON on chat: we’re seeing the devil in the details.

Carolyn explains how 3 amino acids fit into empty spaces.

2200h
iON said Bob was here before the creation of the foundations of the earth.

3m
Bert and Bob go over Time and Western Man by Wyndham Lewis
Reality is the sensation of something that seems to have a cause.

18m
“Sight in isolation is the most unreal world” –Lewis
“Sound is far more immediate and real”


